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Living in the Corona Crisis 

 
The world is in a state of emergency. Many countries are fighting the coronavirus pandemic, finding themselves 

in crisis mode. The special thing about this is that in order to overcome the crisis, our personal lives are 

massively restricted. There are lockdowns and curfews in place. 

One would think that it can't be that bad to spend more time at home: less time spent in public spaces and the 

outdoors. But this is a fallacy. Being housebound for a long time is a massive challenge. The limitations of many 

housing concepts, residential buildings and housing estates are becoming clear. 

We have put together a few recommendations and suggestions to make living during the Corona crisis easier 

for you. Since every living situation and home is different, not all of our suggestions will be relevant or feasible 

for everyone. Nevertheless, we hope to give you some ideas that will make your life during the crisis a little 

easier. 

 

We hope you enjoy reading this guide and find some inspiration for your home! 

 

 
”Help, I have cabin fever!“ 

 
We are used to spending a lot of our time outdoors and in public. 

Socialising, exercise, relaxation, etc. are all part of this. During the Corona 

crisis, however, we look to our homes to meet these needs, which is only 

partially possible. With creativity and shifts in mindset, some of these 

needs can be met in our homes.  

 

What follows are some of our recommendations. 

 
 

Photo: Simone Meyer, © Freepik 

 
  

Rethink your home! 
 
Due to the lockdown, the requirements for your home may change significantly and your home is most 

probably not designed for this. Some of these "emerging needs" could be:  

 

 A space to retreat for every person living in the same place. 
 Space for working remotely. 
 The possibility for small children to build hiding places or forts. 
 A play area for older children. 
 A place for homeschooling, especially for young people who may need to prepare for their final exams. 
 The possibility of doing physical exercise. 

 
Check all the points that are relevant to you and write down which spaces you and your family need.  

 
Of course we can't create entirely new rooms, but we can redefine the existing ones, and also create new 

zones and areas. Room dividers or curtains can create new areas that have their own function. You can also 

work with existing textiles, carpets or rearranging your existing furniture to create modified and new spaces.  
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Your area for relaxation  

 
Life happens in moments of activity and passivity, of performance and relaxation. This is the only way we can 

stay healthy in the long term. Personal retreat areas are very important for relaxation. This point, like others, 

will not only be important to your mental health during this time, but also in the long run. To help build your 

own relaxation space, consider the following: 

 

 

 What do I want to do in this particular place? 
(e.g. reading, listening to music, making music, 
meditating, physical exercise)  

 Which body position is comfortable for me? 
(e.g. lying down, sitting or an intermediate 
position)  

 Which of my personal belongings give me a 
pleasant feeling and should therefore find a 
place in this area?   

Photo: Herbert Reichl, © Shutterstock 

 
If you set up a personal space, it’s important to take time understanding your needs. It’s easy to design 
something that looks aesthetically pleasing but isn’t fit for purpose. Take advantage of the opportunity to 
design something that works for you. 

Bring nature into your home 
 
Where does the quality of relaxation come from? We can understand this best when we look back at early 

human existence. We have lived in and together with nature, as it is the basis of life, and thus secures our life. 

Nature is not always ''gentle'' with us and therefore not every natural setting has relaxing effects upon us. With 

this in mind, it’s important to focus on natural objects and motifs with a relaxing effect:  

 
 Pictures with water (though no torrential mountain streams or dark pools where you could drown). 

 Pictures of trees, particularly those in bloom, or bearing fruit. The tree is the carrier of food and 

symbolizes a life-assuring motif.  

 Pictures of extensive and clear landscapes give a sense of security of recognising ''every danger'' 

immediately. 

 Large plants. 
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Backlit relaxing pictures – our special note 
 
Nature has a relaxing and stress-regulating effect on our body and our psyche. The most effective is the view of 

real nature, if possible of a vast landscape but very few of us are lucky enough to have that view from our 

window! Images appear stronger, the more intense the depth effect is. Therefore, backlit pictures are more 

effective and the larger the better, as this creates depth. You can order large format prints online and to bring 

back happy memories, consider choosing a photo from your last holiday. If a relaxing picture is also linked to 

pleasant personal memories, it will mean space and relaxation for you. If you own a projector, you could also 

project holiday pictures on the wall.  

 

The Childrens need for protection – Safe spaces 
 

  

Children often want to be with their 

parents. At the same time, they also 

need safe places free from too much 

stimulation which allows them to 

feel as though they’re completely on 

their own. They do this by building 

forts and hiding places.  

 

           Photo: Stefanie Mathis / privat Photo: Antonia Cash / privat 
 

Putting things together and tidying up 
 
Many people say, "I finally have time to get my apartment in good shape!". However, everyone perceives order 

differently and has different baselines for what works for them.This can often lead to conflict in living 

situations. We suggest you do this together with your partner or roommates. 

 

To start tidying up, find three large boxes or bags to help you categorise items. Next, remove everything from 

the area/ closet/ cupboard to be organised. Place anything you want to keep in the first box, everything you 

want to give away in the second box and anything you’re not sure about in the third box. The contents of the 

third box can be worked through again in a second round. One can then ask, "Is it good for me to keep X or is it 

more of a burden for me?". This approach can also be used as a great game with children and also helps them 

to be involved in organising your living space.  
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A few more ideas ... 
 

 If you use your bedroom as your home office, make sure that you put 
away any signs of work before going to bed to help maintain healthy 
sleep.  

 Include areas that are normally neglected, e.g. the hallway.  
 Always pay attention to your needs. 
 Don't forget to leave the house at least once a day to create space 

and distance.  
 Smell has a strong effect on our emotions (for example spruce 

needles have a calming effect, you can probably find them in a nearby 
forest).  

Photo: Simone Meyer, © Freepik 

 
 

 
 

”What can we do to prevent arguments?“ 
 
If we feel cramped, we react either by withdrawing or by adopting defensive and reactive behaviors that can 

lead to aggression. This is normal and you may find that your partner or children are easily irritated. You may 

also find that you may be quicker to snap at someone than you used to be. To help mitigate these very human 

reactions we have put together some preventive measures. 

 

Restructure your everyday life  
 

 
Photo: Simone Meyer, © Freepik 

In the section "Rethink your home" you may have thought, "That 

doesn't work in my home, as we can't possibly create so many new 

areas''. In this case, a different approach is needed: rules about who can 

use which area and when.  

For this purpose, a usage plan can be drawn up or the day can be 

structured every morning during a ''family council''.  

Fixed times should only be recorded on very important points. For 

example: ''I have a video conference every Tuesday morning and 

therefore I need room X.''  

 

It's been shown that overly fixed rules can also intensify conflicts. The 

structuring of everyday life will therefore need ongoing communication. 

Consider establishing a recurring time and place for the family council to 

ensure a steady flow of communication.  

 
 

Exclusion zones and the ''traffic light'' technique  

– our special note  

There are many areas in your home, probably more than you think. One of 

them could be the bathtub, which can also be turned into a restricted zone. To 

make it clear that you don't want to be disturbed, there is a very simple 

technique: the ''traffic light''. You only need red and green. The advantage is 

that even small children can understand and respect this rule very quickly.  

 
Photo: © Pixabay 
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Bring back forgotten rituals 
 
Consider reviving some of your long-forgotten family rituals. Don’t have any? Some suggestions for family 

rituals include: 

 Singing or making music together. 
 Playing board games or cards. 

Good options are games where everyone wins or putting puzzles together. 

 
 

Take time for yourself  
 
One of the keys to a harmonious coexistence is balancing people’s needs for time alone. Too much proximity or 

too much distance is not good for us. It is therefore crucial for a harmonious family life to balance this so that it 

fits the current situation and your needs. This is only possible if you understand what you need. It’s important 

to ask yourself whether you need to be alone or to interact right now. Children in particular struggle when their 

mother or father need a break. This need can be understood by children more easily with the ''traffic light'' 

technique (see above) or other funny symbols with established meanings. 

 

 

Motivate your children 
 
For a harmonious family life it's often important to keep your children happy. With younger children, this can 
also be linked to interactions with nature in your home. You can do this by: 

 Planting fast-growing herbs such as watercress in a small glass house or on the window sill. 
 Creating a small vegetable garden on the balcony. 
 Decorating the walls in the children's rooms with leaves, willow branches, etc. 
 Give your children options to decide themselves. 

 
Children should not be kept busy and happy at all times. For their own development, it's important for them to 
have their own agency in deciding what they can do. It's also important for them to sit with their own boredom 
as this can create space for a new activity. 
  

   
Photos: Herbert Reichl, © Shutterstock   
 

Some mor Ideas  
 

● Be flexible with your home and think of possible 

multiple functionalities for the same areas. 

● Deliberately limit your screen time on the media, 

because too much media consumption can make you 

irritated or edgy. 

● Integrate your children into everyday activities, such 

as cooking or baking together or cleaning and 

organising your home. 

Foto: Herbert Reichl, © Shutterstock 
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Home Office, Homeschooling or Home Stress? 

 
 

 
Photo: Simone Meyer, © Freepik 

It's a challenge to coordinate and design your available space to 
accommodate both work and school. As we’ve talked about 
before, this is an opportunity to rethink your home, and redefine 
its functionality. In doing so, you can define new working areas 
and at the same time separate these from the living areas. If you 
already have a space that can accommodate a new office, this 
would of course be ideal. Most of the time, this won't be the case. 
Therefore, we recommend creating office areas. 

 

Create your mini-office  
 
If you have the possibility to create a small office, we recommend physically separating this area. If you already 
have a room divider such as a shelf that is open from two sides, this is very convenient because it also offers 
storage space. Another option is to create a separate space using a curtain. This can easily be ordered online to 
maintain social distancing practices. Curtains made from thick fabric will minimise sound travelling and create 
more room separation than a thin fabric. A gap in the partition should be maintained so as to help any small 
spaces not feel too claustrophobic.  
 
These pictures show the smallest 
possible version of an office in very 
cramped conditions. However, the view 
of nature offers a vastness that makes it 
possible to work in a concentrated and 
creative manner. 
 
Photos: Cristina Maria Catoiu, privat 

  
 

 
 

  

If the view from your window 
doesn't offer a view into nature, 
potted plants are a good 
alternative. Many small plants 
put together can also create a 
nice effect. 
 
Photos: Konrad Melzer, privat 
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Light intensity and quality – our special note 
 
The right light intensity and quality are important for focused work in your home office. Daylight is well suited 

for office work, so a space by the window is ideal. Daylight is not always sufficient, so you may need an 

additional lamp. Two factors should be considered when making a selection: the intensity of the light and color. 

For office work, we usually need about 500 lux in light intensity and a rather cool light, 5000 Kelvin. Lux is the 

intensity of light that arrives on your work surface. Light intensity is specified in lumens. How much lumens you 

need at your workplace depends on how far the lamp is from the work surface and the beam angle the lamp 

has. How to calculate the correct number of lumens can be found in our blog article 5 Home Office Tips 

(German only). 

 
Offer your children variety 
 
The design features of a home office are of course also 

suitable for homeschooling. However, children need more 

variety. This is one of the big challenges for parents. After 

all, small children can hardly keep their attention focused 

for several hours. Therefore a good daily structure is 

important, i.e. a schedule with work and leisure. It’s 

important that some playtime is not spent in front of a 

smartphone (although a battle not always easily won) and 

encouraging children to move is essential to wellbeing. 

Model the behaviour you want to see and involve your 

children in short outdoor walks or activities around the 

house. 

 
Photo: Simone Meyer, © Freepik 

 
 

Ergonomic suggestions 
 
Here are a few suggestions for sitting properly at your desk: 

 The top edge of your screen should be roughly in your horizontal line of sight so that you can look 
down slightly at the screen. 

 The keyboard and mouse should be level with your elbow. 
 Arms and legs should be approximately at a 90 degree angle. 
 Your screen should be placed at a right angle with your window.  
 Changing positions is particularly important for your back. In absence of a height adjustable table, an 

ironing board or an adjustable table attachment can serve as an alternative. 
 The most important of all ergonomic recommendations is a suitable office armchair. 

 
 

A few more ideas 
 

 For optimal relaxation during breaks, incorporate natural elements into your home office. 
 In absence of an optimal window view, you can use plants or pictures. 
 Both plants and pictures should be relatively large so they can have the desired effect. 
 Noise-cancelling headphones can protect you from undesired interference. 
 Moving your body often is important especially during office work. 

 

  

https://www.iwap.eu/5-home-office-tipps/
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„How am I supposed to manage all by myself?“ 

 

 
Photos: Simone Meyer, © Freepik 

 
During the current crisis, the situation is particularly difficult for single people or single parents. Our 

recommendations from "Help, I have cabin fever" are particularly important if you live alone. If you are a single 

parent, we recommend all suggestions mentioned above for dealing with children. Here are a few additional 

suggestions: 

 Hang up pictures of friends and family. 
 Remain socially connected via phone or video calls. 
 The good old letter-writing can also be revived, as writing a letter has benefits not 

experienced with writing an email. 
 You can interact with neighbours from your window or balcony. This has been seen 

recently, especially in Italy or Spain. 
 If you live alone with children, getting up early or before everyone else does is a way to 

make time for yourself. 

 
 
 

Good luck at re-shaping your everyday life  
and home environment! 
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IWAP – Institut für Wohn- und Architekturpsychologie 
 
IWAP has set itself the mission of making residential and architectural psychology knowledge available and 
applicable for the general public with the aim of sustainably increasing the human quality of built 
environments. IWAP forms a network of different specialist disciplines including experts in German-speaking 
countries, and has the following main areas of activity: 
 

 
PROJECT ANALYSIS, 
CONSULTING AND PROJECT 
SUPPORT 
 
Several years of experience in 

project analysis and consulting for 

property developers, assemblies, 

cooperatives, authorities, planners 

and private individuals 

 

 
TRAINING / COURSES 

 Residential and architectural 
psychology for the planning 
practice 

 Applied residential and 
architectural psychology 
(Consulting and Analysis) 

 Workspace optimization 
 and more: 

www.iwap.eu/lehrgaenge   
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